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ABSTRACT 

This paper proposed mainly concentrate on visually impaired people to make their life easier. It contains 

three parts. One part contains detect obstruct in front of visually impaired people and alert them. Second part is 

GPS location tracker with voice system for indicate the visually impaired people. And finally we have auto 

recharge circuit for charge the battery in the smart stick. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This project mainly concentrates on the outwardly disabled individuals to make their life less depending 

and fell them comfortable when they are in society mainly travelling. Normally Visually impaired people problems 

facing in society and social environment are: Blindness may result from a disease, injury or other conditions that 

limit vision. Legal blindness means that a person has vision that measures 20/200 or worse, explains the Iowa 

Department for the Blind. For example, someone with 20/200 vision sees an object from 20 feet that a person with 

perfect 20/20 vision is able to see from 200 feet. Knowing the challenges blindness creates may help sighted 

people understand what blind people face each day. 

So this paper concentrates on to reduce stress and comfortless of blind people. Here we mainly concentrate 

on to identify the obstruct in front of visually impaired people, when they are in travel like walking in a street. And 

here another feature is GPS location tracker. It used to track exact location of visually impaired people and they 

can hear the voice about exact location. Here to operate the GPS location tracker and obstacle detector we need 

power supply (battery). To charge battery we have another feature that Auto recharge circuit. Here we are using 

Gear motor to generate electricity for recharge the battery. 

2. PROPOSED METOD 

Here the whole project divides three minor parts contains of obstruct detector - to detect obstruct in front of 

visually impaired people and second part is GPS location tracker to know exact location of blind person and to 

charge the battery Auto rechargeable circuit. And the Brief explanation of the circuits are: 

1. Obstacle detector: in this paper to detect obstruct we used Raspberry pi kit and Ultrasonic sensor .Usually 

Ultrasonic sensor is used to detect object when object placed in front of sensor. And we can select the range like 

1meter to 40 cm. Ultrasonic sensor detect the object and gives information to the Raspberry kit and we can hear the 

voice that obstruct is present in front of you with certain distance.  

GPS location tracker: GPS location tracker is main device in this paper. Because visually impaired people can 

easily came to know that where they are exactly by using this feature.  

Here we are using Wi-Fi receiver to receive the exact location from Google maps to the raspberry kit. The 

received signals in latitude and longitude format. So raspberry kit convert the latitude and longitude to the name of 

exact location and that location name we can her through headphones or speakers. 

Auto recharge circuit: in project for operating obstruct detection circuit and GPS location tracker circuit, 

used battery as a power source. Normally to recharge the battery we need to connect the power supply. If in cause 

of emergency are long travel it cannot possible to recharge the battery. So we added gear motor to the stick. It 

placed under the stick. When visually impaired people walking the gear motor also rotate so voltage is produced 

and that voltage is given to the battery to charge. 

 
Figure.1. Block diagram of obstacle detector 

In fig.1 Ultrasonic sensor connected to pic controller output is given to the buzzer. when ultrasonic sensor 

sense any obstacle, it give  input to pic controller & it converted to audio signal  and give it to the  buzzer its alert 

the visually impaired people. 
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Figure.2. Circuit diagram of obstacle detector 

In fig.2 circuit diagram 9v battery is connected and voltage regulator is connected to regulate power supply 

from 9v to 5v and t0wo capacitors was used to reduce the harmonics and switch was used like restart. Whenever a 

disturbance is occur we need to press reset button. 

 
Figure.3. Block diagram for gps location tracker 

In the above block diagram (fig.3) Wi-Fi receiver is connected to raspberry pi kit and its connected to the 

speaker. When over visually impaired people want to know the current place click the button we place in the struck 

and Wi-Fi receiver is on and the signal goes to the raspberry pi kit its collect the information   through the gps 

tracker give information gives to the impaired people. 

 
Figure.4. Block diagram for auto recharge circuit 

The above block diagram we connected the wheel to the gear type motor and its connected to the battery. 

Gear motor is used rotate and its produce the current it will connected to the battery. 

3. RESULTS 

Smart stick for visually impaired people Hardware was developed, it shown in the Hardware figure. It 

helps to visually impaired people. In this navigation system helps to track the place to reach it each to handle by 

visually impaired people. Obstacle detector helps to save the life of the people. 

Hard Ware Output: 

Obstacle detector : We are using HCSR04  Ultrasonic Sensor for detecting Obstacle , the ultrasonic sensor consist 

of transmitter and receiver , the transmitter sends burst of pulse and receiver receives the echo pulse form the 

obstacle. Raspberry pi is used to sense the pulse output from ultrasonic sensor. When the sensor senses the obstacle 

below 1m then the control signals is given to Raspberry pi. 

Raspberry pi produce the alarm when the obstacle is below 1m, so blind people can use this stick as 

assistive device. 

 
Figure.5. Hard ware output for obstacle detector. 

GPS Location Tracker: GPS location tracker is used to find the location where the person is and it is main part in 

this project because the visually impaired people cannot know that where they are. So here whenever they want to 

about the current location, this project is used. Whenever the person presses the button, he can listen the current 

location address.  
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Figure.6. Hard ware output for GPS location tracker 

Here in the whole project the Raspberry pi takes a wide role on the output of the Obstacle detector and the 

GPS location tracker 

Auto recharge circuit: For recharge a battery we are used a gear motor (500rpm), and the gear motor output is 

connected to the rechargeable battery .Wheel is connected to motor, when wheel rotates, motor also rotates and it 

produce voltage diode is used for allowing the voltage in forward bias only. When wheel is rotating the mechanical 

energy is converted to electrical energy by Gear motor. And it is connected to the battery and the battery gets 

charged automatically. Here we are using 9v reachable battery for operating the all circuits.  

 
Figure.7. Hard ware output for auto recharge circuit 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
So here our paper helps to visually impaired people to move their lives easily like others. And future this 

project again implemented with SMS system, like whenever family members or friends like to know location of 

visually impaired people, they will know by getting SMS to their mobile Numbers.  
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